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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Pancho Camacho has contributed to the dictionary with 3 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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pinacate
I read that means that anda Crouching or which is ashamed. Several words in nahuatl which have the pineapple particle
refer to shame and Crouch

pinacate
The reference where I read what of pinacate e:nieve Rodriguez Valley 2005. Proverbs words of nahuatl origin. Revista
de 40 5 popular literatures; 2 ):175-193http://www.rlp.culturaspopulares.org/textos/10/01-Rodriguez.pdfDice: " pinacate.
From the nahuatl. pinacatl do shameful cane does of pinahua do be ashamed does and acatl do cane do.??????
Wingless insect; big and black beetle that grows in damp places. Says few scopes, lights short, awkward or insignificant
person do?

tinacal
Tinacal is a word well known in Mexico, is related to the exploitation of the agave, Maguey for us. The following link is an
interpretation of its etymology: http://www.alcoholinformate.org.mx/saberdelmundo.cfm?articulo=310El maguey pulquero
(Species of Agave ) It grows in many places in the Mexican territory.  Of their stalks, fibers are extracted to make ropes
or woven, needle serves as a PIN or punch, pulp is forage for livestock, the thin layer that covers the blade was
pre-Hispanic paper; However, the main branch of the maguey is pulque, which is obtained from the fermentation of its
Mead. The tinacal is the site where is made the puque at commercial level. Apparently its etymology is mixed, - tina and
calli, this last in nahuatl or casa tubs.


